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1. Introduction. The developments in this paper are based on a series of

invariant sets of forms associated with a given pfaffian system. These forms

are obtained by exterior multiplication of the given pfaffians and their de-

rived forms. The first set ß' of r forms, obtained in turn by multiplying the

product of all the given pfaffians by each of the derived forms, has been em-

ployed by Cartan. The vanishing of this set is a necessary and sufficient con-

dition that the system be passive. The present paper interprets the vanishing

of the second set in the Ught of the notion of a primitive system, i.e., one whose

derived system is the given set of equations.

Associated with any pfaffian system are invariant pfaffian systems, formed

by equating to zero the Unear factors common to any set of forms, SI*' • • • *.

Any arithmetical invariant of one of the latter systems is invariant for the

former; such invariants are the number of equations in the system, the class,

the species, etc.

Another arithmetical invariant arises from the fact that every system pos-

sesses a primitive system.

The importance of arithmetical invariants for pfaffian systems Ues in their

usefulness in determining the non-equivalence of pfaffian systems. Riquiert

has given methods which may be appUed to determine whether or not two

pfaffian systems are equivalent, but the algebraic operations involved in their

appUcation are in general too compUcated to carry out, whereas the com-

parison of arithmetical invariants wiU often settle the question.

The ß's are used (§8) to give a criterion for reducibility to a canonical

system of a particular type, designated as completely separable, and to state

necessary and sufficient conditions for the equivalence of such systems.

The reader is assumed to be famihar with the contents of Goursat's

treatise. J

2. The fundamental invariant forms. Consider the pfaffian system

(2.1) 5:   co1 = 0, co2 = 0, • • • , co' = 0.

* Presented to the Society, December 27, 1932; received by the editors February 18, 1933. The

results in this paper are taken from a doctoral dissertation in mathematics presented at Duke Uni-

versity, June, 1933.

t C. Riquier, Les Systèmes d'Equations aux Dérivées Partielles, Paris, 1910.

î E. Goursat, Leçons sur le Problème de Pfaff, Paris, 1922.
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Let the symbol ßn«'»-** be defined as follows:

(2.2) QM..<* = KV . . . corco/<ko'<« • • • w'"*,

where iih ■ • • ik represents any combination of numbers selected from

1,2, • • •, f and co' is the derived form of w. The forms ß«»*»- • ■ '* are invariants

of the system S. Moreover they are symmetric in every pair of superscripts.

Assuming the non-singular transformation

(2.3) w* = aju", a = | of \ ^ 0,

we have

¿>" = ajw'a + dajuo",

where the repeated indices on the right indicate summation over the range

1, 2, • • • , f. This transformation induces on the ß's the linear homogeneous

transformation

(2.4) U = aaaiaa¡ ■ ■ • aakü

Conversely, there exists a transformation (2.3) which induces a given

transformation

(2.5) S2 = ü^,..;^

on the ß's provided the a's satisfy

(2.6) «!/>a1«,...al = ar^a^a^ ■ • • aak),

where P indicates the summation of all terms obtained by permuting

aia2 ■ ■ ■ ak. The conditions for compatibility of (2.6) are

(0   7^» fclR*1**-"'*    -   T>((Rilil'il  R<2<2-"is f.hh-.ik WJt.
\¿.'} K ■£>aia1...ak ¿\,\'->alal...al*Ja¡a¡...a2 '       '  ^>akak...ak)       J.

If k = l, conditions (2.7) are identically satisfied.

3. Linear dependence of the ß's. Expressing that the relations

(3.1) C«iat... otßa'a' -•* = 0

are identically satisfied in the differentials gives a set of linear homogeneous

equations on the C's, whose rank can be proved invariant under transforma-

tions (2.3). We shall employ Sylvester's term "nullity" as a name for the in-

variant pk, which is the number of linearly independent solutions of (3.1).

In the case of the ß's with a single index, by a transformation (2.3) an ß
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can be made zero corresponding to each relation (3.1). This gives the theory

of the derived system,* which is an invariant system of the original.

Suppose it is possible to make the following p ß's of order k > 1 vanish :

(3.2) Qu •l = 0, a22--2 = 0, • • • , QPP--P = 0,

where p is the corresponding nullity. It can be proved by methods similar to

those developed in greater detail in §8 that any transformation (2.3) which

leaves (3.2) invariant permutes the first p equations of 5 among themselves.

Those equations therefore form an invariant system of 5.

4. Further invariant systems associated with a pfaffian system. All the

ß's of sufficiently high order for a given system are zero since the degree of

ß«V.---<* finally exceeds the class of the system. Suppose every ß with p + 1

indices is identically zero, whereas some ß with p indices does not vanish.

Then 2p is an arithmetical invariant of the system. It is, in fact, easily identi-

fied with the invariant defined in a different manner by Engelf and called by

him the rank of the system. For q g p let 53 be defined as the system com-

posed of the equations formed by setting all common factors of ß'i'V-*« equal

to zero. The system 5, is always contained in 5?+i. We have then a sequence

of invariant pfaffian systems all of whose arithmetical invariants are also

invariants for 5.

Theorem 1. A system S is of species one if and only if the corresponding Si

is passive and does not coincide with 5.f

Theorem 2. If S is of rank two, it can be put in a form satisfying

co'1 =• 0, • • • , co'---3 = 0, co''-2 =. fafa,
(4.1)

co'1-1 ■ fafa, co'' as fafa, mod co1, co2, • • • , co',
or

(4.2) co'1 = 0, • • • , co''' s 0, «'''+> s $fa'+\ ■ ■ ■ , co'' =. #',

mod co1, co2, ••• , co'.

In the first case, Si=S;in the second, 5i>5. Conversely, if 5i>5, then S is of

rank two and satisfies (4.2).

The proof of Theorem 2 follows. Since 5 is of rank two, every ß of order

two must vanish. The vanishing of ß" when i =j indicates that every co'* must-

vanish or be of rank two mod co1, • • ■ , co'; thus the derived form of every co

* Goursat, p. 294.
t F. Engel, Leipziger Berichte, vol. 52 (1890). This invariant is zero if and only if the system is

passive.

X For the definition of species and for material which facilitates the proof of the above theorem,

see J. M. Thomas, Pfaffian systems of species one, these Transactions, vol. 35 (1933).
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not contained in the derived system is of rank two mod co1, • • • , cor. Since

this is true, the vanishing of ß*> when ipij implies that every pair of

non-vanishing derived forms possesses a common factor. This is possible in

only two ways: S must satisfy (4.1) or (4.2). When (4.1) is satisfied, the de-

rived system contains r—3 equations.

5. Primitive systems. If .2 has 5 for its derived system, S will be called

a primitive system of S.

Theorem 3. Every pfaffian system has a primitive system.

Let us assume that the derived system of

(5.1) S:  co1 = 0, • • • , ur' = 0, • • • , co' = 0

is

(5.2) S1:   co1 = 0, • • • , W' = 0.

The first r' derived forms of 5 then vanish by virtue of the system. When

reduced by (5.1), the non-vanishing forms are quadratic in 01, • • • , <p"_r,

which with the co's constitute an independent set of forms. Consequently,

they vanish by virtue of

(5.3) W+1 = <¡>2 - Xfy1 = 0, • • • , co""1 = (t>n~r - X"-V = 0.

If in addition the X's form with the original variables an independent set,

the derived form of no left member of this set of equations can vanish by

virtue of S and (5.3). Hence the system S = 5+(5.3) is a primitive system

of 5.

Theorem 4. The minimum number of equations which adjoined to S yield

a primitive system is an invariant of S.

Let primitive systems for two equivalent systems S, S be

(5.4) 2: e»1 = 0, • • • , cor = 0, <t>1 = 0, • • • , <t>k = 0,

(5.5) T: «l = 0, • • ■ , »' = 0, »/-• = 0, • • « , y = 0,

respectively, where k and / are least. The derived forms of S, being linear

homogeneous combinations of those of S, vanish whenever those of S do,

and vice versa. This shows that l^k and k^l, whence k = I.

Every passive system (species zero) of r equations is the derived system

of a system of r+1 equations. When the adjunction of a single equation to

a system of species one furnishes a primitive system is answered by the fol-

lowing :
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Theorem 5. Every system of r equations whose species is one is the derived

system of 2r—r' equations, but of no smaller number.

A transformation (2.3) and a change of variables wiU put any system of

species one in the form

(5.6) co1 = • • • = co'' = 0, dxr'+1 - A''+ldx*+l = • • • = dxr - A'dx*1 = 0,

where the first r' equations constitute the derived system. A system has (5.6)

in its derived system if and only if it impUes the vanishing of the forms

dAadxr+l, that is, if and only if it impUes

(5.7) dA"-\"dxr+l = 0.

If the forms dA" were Unearly dependent by virtue of (5.6), there would be

more than / equations in the derived system of (5.6). Therefore equations

(5.7) form with (5.6) an independent set of 2r—r' equations, and no primi-

tive system contains fewer equations. If x, A, X constitute a set of independent

variables, the system composed of (5.6) and (5.7) is a primitive system of

(5.6).

Theorem 6. When the species exceeds one, the adjunction of a single equa-

tion gives a primitive system if and only if the class is 2r—r'+\ and the rank

two.

If we put
co" ■ Gl   mod co1, - • • , co' (i = r' + 1, ■ • • , r),

the conditions of the theorem can be restated: the class of the set G* is

r—r'+l, and

(5.8) G'G>' = 0 (i = r' + l, ••• r).

If the adjunction of

(5.9) 0 = 0

gives a primitive system,

G* = (¡>p{.

Hence (5.8) are satisfied. If the forms co, fa \h were not independent, the G's

would be Unearly dependent and the derived system would contain more than

r' equations. Hence co, fa \p are independent and the class of the system G' is

r—r'+l. Conversely, when (5.8) are satisfied, Theorem 2 shows that 5 can

be displayed as (4.1) or (4.2). The class of (4.1) is r+3, however, whereas

the expression 2r—r'+l reduces to r+4 when r'=r — 3. Hence 5 is in the form

(4.2), and the <p of those formulas furnishes a primitive system.
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6. A theorem on matrices. A square matrix is monomial if it contains one

and only one non-zero element on each row and on each column. The totality

of monomial matrices of a given order has the group property under multi-

plication. It will be called the monomial group.

Lemma. If a non-singular square matrix is multiplied by a properly chosen

monomial matrix, every element in the main diagonal of the resulting matrix

is different from zero.

Let the given matrix be M. Consider any non-vanishing term of the expan-

sion of the determinant \M\. In the matrix M replace each element of this

term by unity and every other element of the matrix by zero; call the trans-

pose of the resulting matrix N. Then MN has the chosen non-zero elements

on its main diagonal.

Theorem 7. If the elements of of a non-singular square matrix M satisfy

the conditions

(6.1) P(aiai ■ ■ ■ at') = 0,

where the ii, • • • ,ir are any set of values from the range 1,2, • • • , r such that

at least two of them are equal and P indicates the summation of all the terms ob-

tained by permuting the subscripts, then M is monomial.

Consider the product MN, where N is constructed as in the preceding

lemma. This matrix MN also satisfies conditions (6.1) because multiplica-

tion on the right by N simply permutes the columns, thus permuting the

subscripts in (6.1). Hence MN is a matrix satisfying (6.1) and also

(6.2) ctiW • • -a/* 0.

If MN is monomial, then M is too. Therefore it suffices to show that any

matrix satisfying conditions (6.1) and (6.2) is monomial.

The theorem holds for r = 2 because conditions (6.1) and (6.2) are

a^oj = 0,   a?a¿ = 0;   a¿a22 ?¿ 0.

Assume the theorem true for every matrix of order less than r and suppose

(6.1), (6.2) satisfied byámatrix of orderf. From (6.1) we have ai1 Oí1 • ■ -arl=0,

whence a^ai ■ • • a} =0. To prove

(6.3) au1 = a»1 = • • • = arl = 0

we employ induction. Suppose k — 1 elements on the first row are zero. By

interchanging, if necessary, certain rows and the corresponding columns, we

make those elements a}, a3, ■ • • , ait and preserve the condition (6.2).

From (6.1),

P(aid2 • • • a* ak+i ■ • ■ ar) =0,
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where it, • • • ,ik are chosen from the range 2, • • ■ , k in every possible way.

Since ai =ai = ■ ■ ■ =a¿ =0 and ai1 ̂ 0, this reduces to

P(at • ■ ■ a**)a*+i • • • a, = 0.

We wish to show that

(6.4) ajt+i • • • or = 0

holds. Assuming the contrary, we have

(6.5) P(at ■ ■ ■ ak) = 0.

But the conditions of the theorem are then satisfied for the range 2, • • • , k

and by assumption they imply

(6.6) a/=0 (i,j = 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , k; i *j).

The condition P(ci22 • • • o**) =0, where the upper indices are permuted, is

also impUed by (6.5). Because of (6.6) it reduces to of ■ • • af =0. This con-

tradiction forces us to conclude that (6.4) is true. Hence we may assume

a*+i=0, and by induction we reach the result that aU elements except a} in

the first row are zero. Since any row can be made the first by a transformation

that preserves (6.2), the same argument can subsequently be appUed to each

of the other rows to show that

of =0 (i, j = 1, • • • , r; i j¿ j),

and the theorem therefore is true for the matrix of order r.

7. Partition of pfaffian systems. Suppose that for a pfaffian system cer-

tain relations

(7.1) Fi = 0,Ftj¿0, •••

are satisfied. Let (/be the subgroup of transformations (2.3) leaving (7.1)

invariant. If Ç is intransitive or imprimitive,* the transformation (2.3)

which displays its ultimate sets of intransitivity or imprimitivity wiU exhibit

5 as the sumf of a number of pfaffian systems

S = Si + St+---+Sq.

This will be called a partition of 5.

If (pis intransitive, each 5¿ is an invariant system of 5. If (/is imprimitive,

* These terms are employed in the sense denned by H. F. Blichfeldt, Finite Collineation Groups,

Chicago, 1917, p. 17 and p. 76.
f We apply the symbol + only to aggregates having no elements in common.
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the systems Si all contain the same number of equations and are permuted

when 5 is subjected to the general transformation (2.3).*

If each of the systems 5< contains only one equation, the partition will

be called complete; this occurs only when the group Ç is monomial.

Theorem 8. The conditions

(7.2) Û12 -'?« 0, ß«>'."-r = 0   (nit ■ ■ ■ iT* 12- • « r)

define a complete partition of the pfaffian system.

By (2.4) the conditions that the second of (7.2) be preserved under (2.3)

are

»1     t*2 ir     ala2 • ■ *aT

aaiaat ■ ■ ■ a«rti = 0     (titt • • • u # 12 • • • r)

and reduce precisely to (6.1). The result follows from Theorem 7.

A system admitting partition is

(7.3) ¿x1 + x2dx3 = 0, dx* + xHx* = 0, dx* + x8dx6 = 0.

For it the defining relations (7.1) are

on = í222 = Í283 = fi23 = 0, Pi = 4.

8. Separable systems. A system will be called separable if it is equivalent

to a system S expressed in terms of a set of independent variables X such that

S = Si + S2, X = Xi + Xi,

where Si is expressed in terms of the variables Xi, S2 in terms of X2, and

neither Si nor S2 is vacuous.

The system is completely separable if it is equivalent to

5 = Si + Si + ■ ■ ■ + Sr,

expressed in terms of variables

X = Zi + Xi + • • • + Xr,

each Si containing a single equation and being expressed in terms of the

variables in the corresponding Xi. The following is readily proved:

Theorem 9. A completely separable system can be written in a canonical

form each equation of which is in the canonical form for a single equation.

Generalization of a known methodf proves

* Invariant systems like those of §3 arise when Ç is merely reducible.

t Cf. Goursat, p. 308, where the method is employed in reducing a system of two equations in

four variables to canonical form.
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Theorem 10. A pfaffian system of r equations having r — 1 independent

integrals is completely separable.

We shall now derive a necessary and sufficient condition that a system be

completely separable. Suppose a completely separable system written in

canonical form. Let co'^G*, mod co1, • • ■ , co'. The number of equations in

the derived system is the number of independent solutions of

(8.1) \aG" = 0.

Since G1, • • • , G' have no differentials in common,

(8.2) XiG1 = 0, • • • ,XrG' = 0.

Suppose exactly q oí the G's are zero. They can be made G1, • • •, G8, and

the first q equations of 5 are

(8.3) dx1 = 0, • • ■ , dx" = 0.

The remaining X's are zero and the number of independent solutions of (8.1)

is q. Hence (8.3) is the derived system 51 of 5. The derived system of a com-

pletely separable system is therefore passive. We have

(8.4) Ü1 = 0, • • • , 0« = 0,

whereas the remaining ß's of the first order are linearly independent.

Let the class of co* be 2w<+l. It is easily verified that every ß of order

mi+m2+ • • • +mr is zero except

(8.5) Q(«+I)<i+l>...C«+l)...rr...r -¿ Q

where the superscript i occurs rai¿ times. We denote the conditions that the

ß's other than (8.5) vanish by

(8.6) fiOTl+mj+...+fBr = 0.

Consider a transformation (2.3) which leaves the two sets of conditions

above invariant. The preservation of (8.4) gives

(8.7) O? - 0 (i=i,2,---,q;j = q+l,..., ,).

The preservation of the other conditions (8.6) gives

(8.8) POg+idg+i • • • ÖJ+! a^ta^+i ■ ■ ■ aq+l   ■ • • ar aT  • • • ar ') = 0,

where a, ß, • • • , y have any values from the range q+1, • • •, r except the

values occurring in (8.5). In particular, when aU the a's are equal, aU the ß's

are equal, etc., we have
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(8.9) P{(o:+i)m<+\aßi+i)m°+>...(ay>}=0,

where a, ß, ■ ■ • , y is any set from q+1, ■ ■ ■ , r which is not a permutation

of ç7+l, ■ ■ ■ ,r and the m's denote powers.

The substitution

(8.10) (cr4+i)       = tig+i, (a9+2)       = bq+i, ■ • ■ , (aT)    = br

gives

P(CiCi • • • ¿) - 0.

Hence the theorem of §6 can be applied to show that the matrix

11*/II (i,j = q+l,
and consequently the matrix

Ikll (i,j = q+l,
is monomial.

If we write

(8.11) S = Sl + Sq+i + Sq+2 + ---+Sr,

the system S1 is left invariant by any transformation (2.3) preserving (8.4),

(8.5), (8.6); and the systems

(8.12) Sl + 58+i, S1 + St+i, ■ ■ ■ , S1 + ST,

each of which contains q+1 equations, are permuted among themselves by

such a transformation. The class values for the canonical form of systems

(8.12) are

(8.13) q + 2mt+i + 1, q + 2wa+2 + 1, • ■ ■ , q + 2mr + 1,

and consequently the class values must be these whenever conditions (8.4),

(8.5), (8.6) are satisfied. Thus we have an additional necessary condition on

a completely separable system.

The conditions given above are also sufficient. By Theorem 10 systems

(8.12) can be written in canonical form. From the result already established

concerning the derived system of a completely separable system in canonical

form, the first q equations in each of the systems (8.12) must be equations

(8.2). Since the class values are the set (8.13), the system is expressed in

terms of x1, ■ ■ • , xq and 2(i»a+i+ • • • +mr)+r — q other variables. Since

the total number of these variables is the same as the degree of the ß in (8.5),

that ß is the product of their differentials, and its non-vanishing declares the

set of variables independent. Thus we have

■-,r)

■,r),
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Theorem 11. A pfaffian system is completely separable into r equations of

class 1, • • • , 1, 2mi+i+l, ■ • • , 2mr+l, where no m is zero, if and only if the

following conditions are satisfied. It must be possible to determine a transforma-

tion (2.3) which realizes (8.4), (8.5), (8.6). When such a transformation (2.3)

has been found and applied to the system, the numbers (8.13) must be the class

values of (8.12).

The determination of the transformation (2.3) involves finding a particular

solution of a system of homogeneous algebraic equations in the a's whose

degree is mq+i+ ■ ■ ■ +mr. It is important to note that the second condition

in Theorem 11 is either satisfied for all solutions of this system of algebraic

equations or for none.

A completely separable system having no integrals admits a complete

partition. That the converse is not true is evident from (7.3).

Duke University,

Durham, N. C.


